
How to 
convince 
your boss 

to buy
In this document we offer a series of guidelines 
and relevant information your boss needs to know 
in order to invest in SysKit Monitor.

MAYBE WE CAN HELP!

STEPS

Have you just tried out our SysKit Monitor and loved 
how it makes your job easier?
Are you trying to figure out the best way to pitch
the idea of buying our tool to your boss?   
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What is its primary use?
Agentless monitoring and reporting solution for server environments
based on RD Gateway, Citrix XenApp and MS Windows Remote 
Desktop Services. It allows you to monitor server performance, 
application usage, and users’ activity in real-time.

Who developed it?

SysKit Ltd. is a software development company based in Zagreb, 
Croatia, and Ronkonkoma, New York, USA. It specializes in developing 
high-quality enterprise applications for Microsoft SharePoint, Remote 
Desktop Services and Citrix technology. SysKit Ltd. is trusted by 
more than 2.500 satisfied customers worldwide.

emphasize the final benefits of using 

Provides server performance monitoring in real-time

Saves time and simplifies server monitoring

Helps detect problems and their causes on time

Useful for optimizing licensing costs and staying compliant

Provides real-time alerts and helps tracking changes

Provides insight into employee logs and efficiency

Simplifies data collection for large farms - agentless monitoring

Provides intelligent real-time alerting

A product is like a person so introduce it properly

Why use SysKit Monitor?

www.syskit.com

yearly time needed to perform a 
certain task without SysKit Monitor (in hrs)

 

yearly time needed to perform 
a certain task with SysKit Monitor (in hrs) 

your hourly wage 

yearly price of desired license 

T1*$/T2*$+P

(plus it is avery affordable compare
to simmilar products and has a 30-day
money back guarantee.)

Offer your boss a short overview of it’s most
important features

Monitor servers, users and apps live

Audit user’s logging activities

Monitor server usage and network performance 

Track application and licence usage

Create inventory reports

Customize, export and email reports

Collect data from all your servers using one console

With real-time alerting, troubleshoot important issues faster 

What does SysKit Monitor allow you to do?

Show your boss how acquiring SysKit Monitor
actually saves company money  

T1

T2

$

P

SysKit Monitor
Don't bore him/her with technical details, though, 



Make it personal and explain in your own words why 
the company should acquire this tool. 
Here are some reviews to inspire you:

Interested in seeing SysKit Monitor in action?
We will be glad to demonstrate how it can help
you according to your needs and answer to all
your questions.   

Keith Roberts, 
IT manager, Pioneer, Inc.

“SysKit Monitor let us see what
employees were doing on
our servers and how much

time they were working.
SysKit Monitor also gave us
application monitoring for

all our applications.”      

„Before SysKit Monitor it was
challenging to determine
who had accessed the

terminal server and when,
and how long the users
were on the serve.”    

Eli Gur, 
DEA Products Inc.

Explain how simple and quick it is to acquire and 
start using SysKit Monitor

STEP 2: 
Payment - flexible

licensing

STEP 1: 
Try 30-day
Free Trial

 STEP 3:

 Work it!

satisfaction

full access

Mention the flexible licensing options depending 
on your company's needs

Perpetual license

Licensed per server

Visit:

 

 

Request a
Demo!

Choose from different service packs

www.syskit.com
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www.syskit.com/products/monitor/request-a-demo/



www.syskit.com

Visit: 
www.syskit.com

Contact us: 
sales@syskit.com

BUY IT AND START 

Trusted by 2500+ customers worldwide

MONITORING!

https://www.syskit.com/products/monitor/
https://www.syskit.com/company/contact-us/

